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Abstract
This study is an attempt to determine by Hot Distortion Test (HDT) the impact of physical methods of hardening inorganic binders in the
moulding sands on phenomena caused by influence of thermal energy from heating elements with a temperature of 900°C +/- 10°C. Medium
silica sand-based moulding mixtures were densified and then hardened using two physical methods: microwave heating at a frequency of
2.45 GHz or classical drying at a temperature of 110oC. Sodium silicate bonded sand (SSBS) with five unmodified kinds of hydrated sodium
silicates subjected to two different types of hardening method were assessed in terms of their behaviour in high temperature. Thermal
behaviour by means of deformation measurement was carried out with a modified Hot Distortion Test (mHDT). Due to this advanced, but
unstable by appropriate standards Hot Distortion Test gives an opportunity to measure thermoplastic deformations (L) in moulding sands in
many aspects, such as time of annealing. Research carried out in this way exposed differences between inorganic binders with molar module
ranging from 3.4 to 2.0. It was established that deformations under the influence of high temperature last the longest in SSBS containing
binders with molar module ranging from 3.4 to 2.9. Similarly, for these types of moulding sands the method of hardening the binder is found
to be essential for increasing/decreasing the rate of thermoplastic deformations during the annealing of samples. The samples of SSBS made
with binders with molar module from 2.5 to 2.0 are found to be excessively susceptible to thermoplastic deformation as a result of heating
them in high environmental temperature presence.
Keywords: Foundry, Sodium silicate bonded sand, Thermal deformation, Hot distortion test, Microwaves

1. Introduction
Moulding sands with hydrated sodium silicate are an example
of easy to prepare and use in foundry conditions moulding sands
with inorganic binders. Sodium silicate bonded sand (SSBS) [1]
may be successfully cured by means of numerous physical
techniques, like classical drying at a temperature ca. 100oC [2], or

warm air drying to a temperature of 6080oC [3] or (after [4]) from
125 to 200oC. As a result, both water from the binder with colloidal
silica (hydrated sodium silicate) and water on the matrix surface
are removed. Another method of hardening the hydrated sodium
silicates is microwave heating [1], which was proved in a number
of studies, e.g.: into ester-microwave composite hardening method
(EMCHM) [5] or into twice microwave heating process (TMHP)
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[6], or using only microwave heating [1], which allows further
partial regeneration [7] of used silicate binders. Apart from
physical advantages of hardening methods, better strength and
technological parameters of thus manufactured moulding and core
sands should be taken into consideration, in particular their
behaviour at the time when mould cavity is filled up.
In SSBS the mould erosion is less intensive that in moulding
sands with organic binders [8], however the area affected by the
erosion is greater (see Fig. 1).

Fig. 1. Microwave hardened SSBS core erosion affected in
foundry non-conformities on surface of cast-steel L120G13
elements
Therefore, this type of moulding sands (SSBS) requires
protective coatings [1] in order to reduce non-conformities.
Research conducted under the guidance of E. Wildhirt [9]
demonstrated by Hot Distortion Test (HDT) that water-soluble
protective coatings may have another negative effect on moulding
sands with hydrated sodium silicate as a binder. Research on the
influence of coatings should be preceded by a thorough and
multidimensional analysis [10] of raw and processing moulding
sands, for example by HDT-tests.
The DMA Hot-Distortion tester made for Wroclaw University
of Technology enable the investigation of moulding sands
simulating the high environmental temperature by heated to even
990oC [11] ceramic heaters (Fig. 2). In contrast to commonly used
at ambient temperature analyses of the applicability of moulding
sands in the production process, HDT is useful for assessing not
only strength properties, but also thermal phenomena in a given
system [11,12,13]. These phenomena significantly affect the final
casting shape, dimensional accuracy and smoothness. During the
process of pouring liquid metal into the mould, the liquid metal
intensively heats the elements of the mould and the core, either by
a direct contact with those element when flowing, or indirectly
when its surface rises. The decisive factor for HDT-tests is the rate
of heating of the mould components. Adequate simulation of this
basic test aspect is currently a major device structural and analytical
problem [14].
As a result of rising temperature and mechanical stress, the
moulding sand faces unfavourable and complex phenomena:
polymorphous changes in the sand-base, thermal deformation,
thermal and mechanical destruction as well as thermoplasticity of
binders. They may lead to distortions in the mould or core structure
[1, 9, 13, 15], which will further result in low quality of made casts.
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This complex arrangement of thermal phenomena in the mould
elements during casting and alloy solidification is the reason for
using many modifications of the HDT - tests. Reports of
international researchers about the thermoplastic phenomena in
moulding sands indicate a significant impact of heating techniques
(gas flame, ceramic or halogen heaters) of samples [12,13,16] on
the results of their deformation (L). To standardize HDT they use
structural and measuring enhancements such as the Hot Distortion
Plus ® [13] with additional pyrometer for surface sample
temperature measure and flame heating. The universal method for
measuring the thermal phenomena in moulds at laboratory
conditions is still not found, even in matters of the sample
dimensions [11, 12, 17, 18] and the method of it heating/ annealing/
roasting.
For the purposes of research on physically hardened SSBS,
taking into account the literature data and HDT device [11], the
modified measurement method for thermal deformation was
applied. Called by Author as “modified” HDT (mHDT) assumes
the prior stabilization of the annealing temperature set at maximum
(interesting) value in the DMA Hot-Distortion device heating
volume. Then, entered SSBS specimen to preheated environmental
volume and it's two-side heating was the basis for presented
cognitive and comparative inorganic binder studies.
The sample placed in a DMA device [10] special support (Fig.
2) is heated convectively in its middle part from two sides.
Unfortunately installed parallel to the sample (distance to a few
mm) temperature sensor was capable of measuring ambient
temperature near the sample, not the directly temperature of it
surfaces (upper or lower) or temperature inside the SSBS. Under
the influence of thermal energy from heating elements with a
temperature of 900°C +/- 10°C, the sample due to heat transfer
distorts. On the free end of the fitting, a sensor is placed which
registers any changes in the sample location, i.e. deformation (L)
against time and temperature.

Fig. 2. Diagram of thermal deformation measuring DMA device:
1) sample of the SSBS, 2) support with a grip, 3) heat flow from
ceramic heaters, 4) distortion sensor [10]

2. Purpose and scope of the research
Figure 3 shows a two-component system Na2OSiO2 and
indicates a narrow range of sodium silicates with modules from 3.6
to 2.0 (typical for commercial kinds of sodium silicate).
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Fig. 3. Two-component system Na2OSiO2 with marked ranges
for commercial sodium silicates [19, 20]
All the grades fall within the range with the second and third
(lowest) eutectic point near 799 ±3oC [19]. Sodium silicates with
low module (2.5-2.0) when heated turn into liquid state even below
900oC. As presented in Figure 3, an increase in Na2O contents
(higher module) in a two-component system with SiO2 results in an
increase in eutectic temperature, while sodium silicate film turns
into liquid state with a delay. Moreover, binders with higher
module tend to be chemically bonded by CO2, which under the
influence of the environment changes the two-component system
into a three-component kind: Na2O - SiO2 - CO2. The behaviour of
physically hardened sodium silicate moulding sands, at
temperature close to the pouring the mould cavity is not fully
explained. Data presented in relevant literature [19, 20] reveal that
the molar module of the used binder may play an important role in
moulding mixtures evaluation.
Table 1.
Physico-chemical properties of sodium silicates used in the
research of SSBS as binders of moulding sands (MS137-150)
Moulding
sand type:

Binder
molar
module
SiO2/Na2O

Oxide
content (SiO2
+Na2O)
%

Density (20
°C)
g/cm3

Dynamic
viscosity
min.
(P)

MS137
MS140
MS149
MS145
MS150

3.4
3.0
2.9
2.5
2.0

36.3
39.4
44.3
41.5
43.5

1.37
1.42
1.51
1.47
1.52

1
1
7
1
1

The moulding sand used for the purposes of this study was
made of dried medium quartz sand with the size of grain 1K
0.20/0.315/0.16 (according to norm PN-85/H-11001), from a

Polish mine ‘Grudzeń Las’ and five unmodified grades of hydrated
sodium silicate produced in Chemical Plant ‘Rudniki’ S.A. (Table
1). Each time 1 kg of moulding sand (MS) was prepared by means
of a planetary mixer: to 100 wt.% of sand-base 0.5 wt.% of water
was added [2]; next, after 60 s of mixing 1.5 wt.% of selected
binder was added and the whole was mixed for another 180 s.
The SSBS samples to be investigated in terms of distortions in
higher temperature, with the dimensions of 120x25x6 mm (l × b ×
h), were compacted five times by means of the laboratory rammer
LU-1. The samples thus moulded were then hardened in the
chamber of a microwave oven (marked as MW) manufactured by
Plazmatronika, of a capacity of 32 dm3, equipped with one
magnetron and the load rotation feature. Process of SSBS
microwave hardening was carried out with electromagnetic waves
of a frequency of 2.45 GHz and power of 1000 W. The moulded
samples were also subjected to another method of physical
hardening, i.e. classical drying (marked as CD). Process of SSBS
classical drying was carried out in a chamber of a laboratory dryer
SL 53 TOP+ of a capacity of 56 dm3, equipped with a fan, which
made the air heated to 110 ± 0.1°C circulate. For the purposes of
the 30-minute drying process, an unsealed ventilation pipe was
used, which enabled the escape of humidity from the drying
chamber. For each variant of hardening/drying the set time ensured
stabilisation of weight samples.
The analyses started from sample stabilisation to the nearest of
0.01 g by means of the scales Ohaus PA4102CM/1. The density
degree was expressed as the apparent density, i.e. as the ratio of the
mass of each sample after hardening/drying and cooling to the
volume calculated on the basis of its dimensions. For the purposes
of examining high temperature phenomena in moulding and core
sands, the DMA device for HDT was made by a Polish company
Multiserw-Morek [11].
The assessment includes the measurements of apparent density
of correct samples, and visual inspection of samples after distortion
measurements.

3. Results
Previous SSBS studies for the sodium silicate binders with a
molar module ranged from 3.4 to 2.9 [21] shown that mould
compaction affect the speed of thermoplastic deformation.
Referring to research [21] the first analysed parameter was
average apparent density expressed in g/cm3. Changing this
parameter in SSBS by 0.1 g/cm3 causes significant 40% change in
strength parameters [22] at ambient temperature, and also affect the
rate of thermoplastic deformation [21]. The weight of the samples
hardened/dried and cooled for the purposes of mHDT was
compared to their capacity of 18 cm3. The results are presented in
Figure 4.
Figure 4 reveals that apparent density of moulding sands was
different, though the compacting method was the same. It was
noticed that the density of classically dried SSBS (CD) was always
lower that the density of moulding sands hardened by microwave
heating (MW). The differences for moulding sands MS137 ÷
MS149 were small (0.01-0.02 g/cm3), while for MS145 and MS150
they never exceeded 0.1 g/cm3. The density parameter can then be
regarded as comparable for particular moulding sands.
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Fig. 4. Apparent density of five types SSBS: microwave hardened
(MW) or classically dried (CD)

Fig. 7. SSBS sample deformation measurement results (L) in time
function, for MS149 (SiO2/Na2O=2.9): microwave hardened
(MW) or classically dried (CD)

Figures 5-9 show deformation graphs received with mHDT for
samples subjected to two-side heating. During stabilization of the
temperature of heating elements to about 900°C +/- 10°C (see Fig.
2) the temperature sensor was outside the heating volume, like a
SSBS sample. After entering the sample into a preheated volume,
an increase in ambient temperature by 1°C started the registration
of moulding material deformation (L).

Fig. 8. SSBS sample deformation measurement results (L) in time
function, for MS145 (SiO2/Na2O=2.5): microwave hardened
(MW) or classically dried (CD)

Fig. 5. SSBS sample deformation measurement results (L) in time
function, for MS137 (SiO2/Na2O=3.4): microwave hardened
(MW) or classically dried (CD)

Fig. 9. SSBS sample deformation measurement results (L) in time
function, for MS150 (SiO2/Na2O=2.0): microwave hardened
(MW) or classically dried (CD)

Fig. 6. SSBS sample deformation measurement results (L) in time
function, for MS140 (SiO2/Na2O=3.0): microwave hardened
(MW) or classically dried (CD)
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The analysis of all mHDT graphs revealed that physically
hardened moulding sands with sodium silicate have low heat
expansion, and after two-side heating, they became plasticized,
without losing cohesion to the end of annealing. Each measurement
was interrupted after the sample distortion (L) exceeded 8 mm. It
was established that thermal deformations last the longest for
moulding sand MS137 (Fig. 5) with a binder of highest molar
module of 3.4 that was dried using the traditional method. Similar
phenomena, though less spectacular, were detected in moulding
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sands MS140 – MS150. Moulding sands of a lower apparent
density (Fig. 4), hardened by classical drying (CD), reacted more
slowly to the increasing ambient temperature in the vicinity of the
samples. These results may contradict a previous study [21]
subjected to the impact of moulding sand densification on their
behaviour in higher temperature, however in this study was used
only one method of SSBS physical curing (MW). The reasons
behind this phenomenon cannot be put down to the issue of filling
the space between grains with an insulator (air), but to differences
in the process of hardening in which atmospheric CO2 participates
to a greater (CD) or lesser (MW) degree. CO2, taking part in the
bonding reaction, changes the two-component system presented in
Fig. 3 into three-component system, but the amount of used CO2
remains unknown. It may be assumed that fast-setting binders with
high molar module (3.4, 3.0, 2.9) will react to a greater extent with
carbon dioxide than those with lower molar module, which is more
visible in the plastic deformation curves (Fig. 5, 6 and 7).
Moulding sands MS145 (Fig. 8) and MS150 (Fig. 9) may be
regarded on the basis of deformation curves as susceptible to
excessive thermoplasticity, while the applied hardening methods
had little impact on slowing the changes down.
The differences in inorganic binder grades: all registered by
mHDT changes for the samples of moulding sands MS137 –
MS150 are displayed in Figures 10 and 11. To supplement the
comparative SSBS research Figures 10 and 11 contain additionally
recorded by DMA Hot-Distortion sensor the samples
environmental temperatures. The succession in results of the
recorded high environment temperatures indicate the correctness in
the evaluation of thermal deformation tendencies in hardened by
two physical methods SSBS. As can be seen on the example of
time/(temperature) measurements for MS137 - MS150 the
preheated environmental volume in proposed mHDT was the basis
to make a binder annealing time - deformation comparative studies.

Fig. 10. Comparison of hot-distortion parameter measurements
for moulding sands with five grades of sodium silicate hardened
by means of microwave heating

Fig. 11. Comparison of hot-distortion parameter measurements
for moulding sands with five grades of sodium silicate hardened
by means of classical drying
In SSBS with binders with low molar module (MS145 and
MS150) the greatest deformations occurred after a shortest time
notwithstanding the physical hardening method (Fig. 10 and 11).
The binder in binding bridges plasticised very quickly (low eutectic
temperature) and partially it turned into liquid state.
An increase in molar module over 2.9 improves the resistance
to the destructive effect of alloy temperature. Then, however, worse
strength and technological parameters of fresh moulding sands
made with these grades of commercial inorganic binders should be
taken into account.

4. Conclusions
The deformation measurement made with mHDT to moulding
sands with five grades of sodium silicate hardened by means of
microwave heating or classical drying revealed that it is the grade
(molar module) of the binder that is essential, moreover:
1)
Thermal deformations last the longest in moulding sands
with binders with molar module ranging from 2.9 to 3.4
subjected to classical drying. The study also proved that it is
the warm air drying, in which CO2 reacts with the binder, that
may be essential for slowing down the rate of deformations,
2)
In moulding sands containing binders with molar module
from 2.9 to 3.4 subjected to microwave heating, registered
deformations occur faster than in the case of classical drying,
3)
Moulding sands with binders with molar module from 2.0 to
2.5 (MS150 and MS145), the most common types of SSBS
in the foundry industry, show excessive thermoplasticity that
results from partial transformation to liquid state; they reveal
no differences in mHDT that could result from applied
hardening methods,
4)
On the basis of mHDT deformation measurements in time
function, it was found that the components of moulding sands
can be selected so that proper mould and core stability will
be achieved, which in turn will reduce some types of casting
defects,
5)
Research based on the HDT method, like presented in article
mHDT, allows a multidimensional assessment of the
inorganic binders and enables the verification of the
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6)

previously made empirical observations of SSBS in
laboratory and foundry practice,
Further research should be carried out for moulding sands
with a different content of sodium silicate binders and other
physical and physico-chemical methods of hardening them in
order to select the most favourable environment-friendly
technology of moulding and core sand.
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